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SUMMARY 
Every (t + 1)-design g satisfies 
(+) If T is a set oft points, and B a block of @ then the number 
cx(T, B) of flags (x, A) with x $ T, x E B, T u {x} C A depends 
onlyon]TnBj. 
A t-design with property (+) is called a t&design. The most interesting 
general classes of t-designs are t&designs: Hadamard 3-designs are 39- 
designs, symmetric 2-designs are 2&-designs, and dual 2-designs, transversal 
designs, and partial geometries are l&designs; in fact, l&designs share 
most properties of partial geometries. 
l&designs are studied in detail, and their connection with strongly regular 
graphs is investigated. 
It is shown that t&designs behave like t-designs with respect to derivation, 
residuals, and complementation. 
Various characterizations of partial geometries, generalized quadrangles, 
symmetric 2-designs, and Hadamard 3-designs are given in terms of t&- 
designs. 
The paper ends with a proof that +designs with t > 4 are already (t + l)- 
designs. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. An incidence structure [4] is a triple (9, g, 9) with F C B x g. 
Elements of 8, a;, and .F are called points, blocks, and flags, respectively. 
We write pIb or p E b or b 3 p if (p, b) E 9. 
The dual structure of (.vP, a’, .F) is (a’, 8, Fd) with Fld = {(b, p)l(p, 6) E F}. 
* This research was done while the author was at Westfield College, London. 
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1.2. A block design over P is a collection 9# of subsets of P (allowing 
repeated subsets). We call elements of P points, elements of B blocks, and 
pairs (a, B) E P x 9Y with a E BJlags. 
To every incidence structure (9, a’, s) there is an associated block design 
over 9, namely 9I’ = {{Bb 1 b E B}> with Bb = {p E 9 1 pIb}. (Here double 
brackets {{ }} mean that we count a block as often as it occurs. We also use the 
convention that #B = 1 5? 1 denotes the number of elements in a collection 
G?, counting repeated blocks according to their multiplicity.) We consider 
incidence structures and their associated block designs as equivalent, and 
switch sometimes (without stating this) from one concept to the other; e.g., 
we speak of an incidence structure 9 over 9 instead of (9, 8’,9). 
1.3. A tactical conjiguration [4] is an incidence structure ~8 satisfying: 
For each point p E B there are exactly r blocks b E 98 with pIb, and, dually, 
for each block b E 9 there are exactly k points p E .9 with pIb. We call 
v = I 9 1, k, b = 1 C8 /, and r the parameters of g. The parameters satisfy 
vr = bk. The dual of .% is a tactical configuration with parameters v’ = b, 
k’ = r, b’ = v, r’ = k. 
1.4. A t-(v, k, X)-design (or simply a t-design, t 3 0) [7] is a block design 
59 over a u-set P satisfying: every block contains exactly k points, and, for 
every t-set T of points there are exactly h blocks containing T. A t-(v, k, h)- 
design 9? over P is called trivial if, for some integer n, %? consists of exactly 
n times every k-subset of P. 
A I-(v, k, X)-design with b blocks is (interpreted as an incidence structure) 
nothing else than a tactical configuration with parameters (v, k; b, r = A). 
1.5. We list some well-known facts about t-designs [7]. Let 5? be a 
t-(v, k, X)-design over P. 
1. If %? is nontrivial then t + 1 < k < v - 1 - t, X 3 I. 
2. .8’ is an s-(v, k, A.&design with h, = (~‘l,“)~l(~:~)h, for every s < t. 
We use the letters b = A0 , r = A, , X = A, . 
3. Suppose R is an r-subset, and S is an s-subset of P. If R n S = 0 
and r -4. s < t then the number of blocks BE 9? with R C B, S n B = E is 
A,, = (g~:)-yyy)h. 
4. If 9 is nontrivial then the complementary design J?P = {{P\B 1 B E 99}} 
is a ~(v, D - k, Xc)-design over P with hc = (f)~l(“;~)h. 
5. If 1 < t < k, and a E P then the residual design (at point a) 
&P = {(BE 93 / a $ B)j is a (t - 1) - (v - 1, k, h’)-design over P\(a) with 
Xr = (11 - k)X/(k - t + I). 
6. If 1 < t < k, and a E P then the derived design (at point a) 
~,~~(B\~a)la~B~~~~isa(t-l)-((v-l,k-l,~)-designoverP\{a}. 
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7. If every derived design of @ is a t-design then 9 is a (t + I)-design. 
8. If every residual design of g is a t-design then a is a (t f I)-design. 
1.6. A symmerric 2-design (projective design in [4]) is a 2-(21, k, h)-design 
with the property that any two distinct blocks have exactly p common 
points (then p = X). 
An afine 2-design [4] is a 2-design B over P such that any two blocks 
have either 0 or ,u common points (disjoint points are then called parallel), 
and if B E 2, a E P\\B then there is exactly one L E g parallel to B which 
contains a. 
A Hadamard 2-design is a 2-(4n - 1. 2n - 1, n - I)-design, or its comple- 
ment, a 2-(4n - 1, 2n, n)-design. 
A Hadamard 3-design is a 3-(4n, 2n, n - I)-design. 
1.7. (see [4]). 
1. (Fisher inequality) Every nontrivial 2-(0, k, X)-design satisfies 
b > 11, r > k, with equality iff it is a symmetric 2-design. 
7 -. A symmetric 2-design satisfies h(v - 1) = k(k - I), and, with 
n = k - X: 4n - 1 < v < n2 -1 n + 1. Equality holds on the left hand side 
iR the design is a Hadamard 2-design, and on the right hand side iff h = 1. 
3. Every Hadamard 3-design is a self-complementary affine 2-design 
with 2 blocks in every parallel class (namely, a block and its complement). 
Conversely, an affine 2-design with two blocks in a parallel class is aHadamard 
3-design. 
1.8. Let (Y. 8, g) be an incidence structure, and a, b E 9, A, B E 3’. 
We define 
6,, = 1 if a = b, = 0 otherwise; 
S,, = 1 if A = B, = 0 otherwise; 
inB = 1 if aIB, = 0 otherwise; 
Azb(hzbc ,...I = number of blocks incident with a, b(c,...); 
pAB(pAec ,...) = number of points incident with A, B(C,...). 
We denote an all-one vector byj, an all-one matrix (of any size) by J, the 
identity matrix (of any size) by Z. and the matrix (&&~,~~a by A. A is 
called the incidence matrix of (-9, g’, 9). 
The incidence matrix of the dual structure is AT. (9, ,?I?‘, 9) is a l-design 
iff AJ = rJ, JA = kJ, a 2-design iff AAT = (r - x)Z + hJ, and a symmetric 
2-design iff AAT = A*A = nZ + hJ. 
1.9. A transversal design [6], T[k, X; u] is a triple (P, 9, 9) consisting 
of a point set P, a partition SY of P in k classes of size u each, and a collection 
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,c% of subsets of P (blocks) such that every block contains exactly one point 
from every class, and if a, b are points from different classes then there are 
exactly X blocks containing a and b. 
Every transversal design is a l-design with parameters v = ku, b = hu2, 
I’ = Au, k. 
The dual of a transversal design with h = 1 is known as a net [l]. 
1.10. A strongly regular graph [l] is a (simple, undirected) graph G such 
that every vertex is adjacent with the same number of other vertices, and the 
number of vertices adjacent with two distinct vertices a, b depends only on 
whether a, b are adjacent or not. 
The adjacency matrix of a graph is the matrix M = (Inab) with mnb = 1 
or 0 depending on whether a and b are adjacent or not. M is a symmetric 
(0, 1)-matrix with zero diagonal. The eigenualues of a graph are the eigen- 
values of its adjacency matrix. 
A graph is strongly regular iff its adjacency matrix M satisfies equations 
of the form MJ = pJ, M2 = qM + rJ + sl. 
1.11. An incidence structure is called geometric (or, a partial plane) if it 
satisfies one of the two equivalent conditions: Two distinct points have at 
most one common incident block, and two distinct blocks have at most one 
common incident point. The blocks of a geometric incidence structure are 
also called lines. 
A partial geometry PG(r, k, LX) [1] is a geometric tactical configuration 
with parameters (v, k;, b, r) such that for any nonincident point-line-pair 
(a, B) there are exactly 01 3 1 lines containing a and intersecting B. In the 
literature we find often the parameters s : = k - 1, t : = r - 1 (and some- 
times t instead of IX). 
A partial geometry with 01 = 1 is called a generalized quadrangle. 
1.12. In [I], the following results are proved: 
1. A PG(r, k, a) has ~1 = k + k(k - l)(r - 1)/a = (s + l)(.st + CX)/~ 
points, and b = r + r(r - l)(k - 1)/a = (t + l)(st + CX)/CX blocks. 
2. The dual of a PG(r, k, CY) is a partial geometry PG(k, r, CX). 
3. A PG(r, k, a) is a 2-design (with X = 1) iff 01 = k = s + 1, the dual of 
a 2-design iff 01= r = t + 1, a transversal design (with X = 1) iff 01 = k - 1 = 
s, a net iff 01 = r - 1 = t. 
4. For a PG(r, k, 01), the graph G with vertex set P, and edges ab iff 
a and b are incident with the same line, is strongly regular, and some eigen- 
value of G has multiplicity 0 = k(k - l)r(r - l)/oc(k + r - 01 - 1) = 
st(s + l)(t -t l)/ol(s + t + 1 - 01). In particular, u is an integer. 
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1.13. We occasionally use diagrams to illustrate proofs or definitions. 
In diagrams we represent fixed points by small circles, fixed blocks by dashed 
lines or arcs, and variable points or blocks by full circles, resp. full lines or 
arcs. Square brackets mean “number of configurations of the type in the 
bracket”. 
The incidences shown in a diagram are always required but there may be 
more incidences than indicated. If we want to exclude this we do it (for the 
fixed elements) in the text, and (for the variable elements) by giving the 
restrictions as subscripts. 
To make the reader familiar with such diagrams we interpret some of 
them below, for the case of 2-(24 k, Q-designs. 
[I’ . =t 
[ 1 ,/ = vr = bk, 
= (A - l)(k 
=#a 
APB 
- 
c I -= 
I 
[ 3 
+-Y- a 
IB 
k+B]= p+] for a E B, whence in general, 
A,, = X + (r - 4 hb , 
= hk (if a $ B), 
= X(k - 1) + r, 
= hk + (r - A) iaB . 
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2. t&DESIGNS 
2.1. If T and B are any sets of points of a block design 98 then we call a 
flag (x, A) compatible with (T, B) if A contains T, and x lies in B but not in T. 
We denote by a(T, B) the number of flags compatible with (T, B), i.e., 
2.2. LEMMA. Let .%? be a (t + 1) - (v, k, &+,)-design over P. If B is any 
w-subset, and T is a t-subset of P with I B n T I = i then CY( T, B) = (w - i)h,+, . 
Proof. There are exactly w  - i points x E B which are not in T, and for 
every such x there are exactly h,,, blocks A containing the (t + l)-set 
T u {x}. Hence there are (w - i) h,,, flags (x, A) compatible with (T, B). 
In particular, ol(T, B) depends only on / B n T I. We shall look at t-designs 
which have this property at least for blocks B. 
2.3. A t&design is a t-design 99 over P for which there are integers 
q, ,..., c+ such that ol(T, B) = oli for every block B E L% and every t-subset T 
of P with 1 T n B 1 = i (i = O,..., t). 
We call a t&-design nontrivial if it is nontrivial as a t-design. A t$-design 
which is a t-(v, k, h)-design is called a t&(v, k, h)-design. 
Of course, every t&-design is a t-design, and, by 1.5.2 and 2.2, every 
(t + 1) - (v, k, &+,)-design is a t+(v, k, X)-design with h = ((v-t)/(k-t)) h,,, , 
01~ = (k - i) X,,, = ((k - i)(k - t)/(v - t))h. 
2.4. The parameters 01,, ..,, CQ , , v k, X of a t&design are not independent. 
To show this we fix a (t - I)-set S and a block B with 1 S n B I = i (0 < i < 
t - l), and count in two ways the number Ni of triples (z, x, A) E P x P x 9? 
with x, z # S, x # z, x E B, S u {x, z} C A; i.e., 
For every (x, A) compatible with this figure the number of z E A with 
z $S u {x} is k - t, and the number of compatible (x, A) is ol(S, B) = 
(k - i)h since 97 is a t-design. Hence Ni = (k - i)(k - t)h. 
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,On the other hand, for fixed z $ S, the number of suitable flags (x, A) is 
01~ if z 4 B, and oli+l if z E B. Now there are k - i points z $ S which are on B, 
and (v - k) - (t - i - 1) points z C$ S which are not on B. Hence Ni = 
(V - k - t + i + 1) ai + (k - i) ai+l . By comparison, 
- (k - t) h - 
v-k-t+i+l 
Oli+l - k-i @!i (i = 0 ,..., 
t - 1). (1) 
To turn this into an explicit formula we introduce the integers Ei = (U - t) ai - 
(k - i)(k - t)h so that 
ai = & (et + (k - i)(k - t) A). (2) 
By 2.3, Ei = 0 for a t&-design which is actually a (t + l)-design, so ci 
measures in a sense the deviation of a t&design from a (t + 1)-design (cf. 
Lemma 4.4). 
Inserting (2) in (1) gives Q(V - k - t + i + 1) = -(k - 1) E~+~ , and a 
simple induction argument gives Eq. (3) of: 
2.5. LEMMA. Let ~49 be a t$-(v, k, A)-design with parameters CX,, ..., zt . 
Then 
- (k - t) h - 
v-k-t+i+l 
ai+1 - k-i % 
(i = 0 ,..*, t- 11, (1) 
CY.=-&(C~+(~-i)(k-t)A) z (i = O,..., t), (2) 
with integers ~~ satisfying 
ti = (-l)“-i (“t 7 :,-’ (; 1 ;j Et (i = 0 )...) t). (3) 
In particular, a (t + 1)-design viewed as a t&design has l i = 0 for all i. 
Now we give some examples of t&designs which are not (t + I)-designs. 
2.6. EXAMPLE. The dual 2 of a 2-(v, k, A)-design (with b blocks and r 
blocks through any point) is a l&design with parameters v’ = b, k’ = r, 
b’ = u, r’ = k, q, = kh, a1 = k(A - 1) + r - A. 
Proof. Of course, 98 is a l-design with the stated parameters. Given a 
point a and a block B we count 
IB 
da,@ = Am [ II . x+a 
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The number of blocks A containing a is r’ = k. If a 6 B then A # B, and 
A and B have X common points none of which can be a. Hence 01~ = kh. If 
a E B then one of the k blocks is A = B with k’ - 1 = r - 1 points x # a 
in A n B, and the remaining k - 1 blocks A 3 a have X - 1 points x f a 
in A n B. Hence 01~ = r - 1 + (h - l)(k - 1) = k(h - 1) + r - X. 
2.7. EXAMPLE. If (P, 9, ~8) is a transversal design T[k, h; u] then 9 is 
a l&design over P with parameters L” = uk, k’ = k, b’ = u2X, r’ = uh, 
a! ,, = (k - l)h, 01~ = (k - 1)x. 
Proof. Again, .% is a l-design with the stated parameters. Given a point 
a and a block B we count 
IB 
‘l(U, B) = 
i ‘I 
A---k 
. 
a 
I x*a 
Suppose C E $9 is the class in which a lies. Then j B n C ( = I, say z E B n C. 
Through a and any of the k - 1 points x f z on B there are exactly h 
blocks A giving h(k - 1) admissible flags (x, A). .Y = z is only possible if 
z f a, and then there is no block through a and z so that there is no additional 
admissible flag. Hence Lu(a, B) = (k - 1)X, independently of a, B. 
2.8. EXAMPLE. A symmetric 2-(a, k, h)-design is a 2&design with 
parameters v, k, b = u, r = k, X, 01,, = X2, cyl = X(X - l), 01~ = P - 3h + k. 
Proof. Given two distinct points a, b, and a block B we count IB 4a,b,B)= AM [ II X+ a,b 
There are h blocks A through a and b. 
If a, b E B then h - 1 of them are distinct from B and intersect B in X 
points, h - 2 of which are distinct from a and b; the remaining block 
through a and b is B, and then there are k - 2 choices for X. Hence 01~ = 
(h - 1)(X - 2) + k - 2 = x2 - 3X + k. 
If a, b are not both in B then all X blocks through a and b are distinct from 
B and intersect B in h points. Hence we have for x h choices each if a, b $ B, 
and X - 1 if one of a, b is in B. Hence (Y,, = X2, aI = h(X - 1). 
From this. we obtain the well-known 
2.9. COROLLARY. A nontrivial symmetric 2-design can never be a 3-design. 
Proof. A symmetric 2-(v, k, X)-design g is a 2&design with E,, = (v-2)ol,- 
k(k - 2)h = X(k - A). A 3-design is a 2&design with c0 = 0. Hence, if B is a 
582a/28/3-2 
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3-design then h = 0 or h = k. In the second case we have u = k so that in 
both cases B is trivial. 
2.10. EXAMPLE. A Hadamard 3-design is a 3$-design with parameters 
v=4n, k=2n, b=8n-2, r=4n-1, X,=2n-I, h=n-1, 
a - n(n - 2), a1 = (n - l)“, N~ = (n - l)(n - 2), ciQ = n2 - 3n + 3. 0- 
Proof. Given a set T of 3 distinct points, and a block B. Again we count 
There are just h = n - 1 blocks A containing T, and by 1.7.3, we have for 
any block A: 
j A n B 1 = 2n iff A = B, = 0 iff A = P - B, and = n, otherwise. The 
case A=B occurs iff TCB, and A=P-B iff TnB= 0. Given A 
there are just 1 A n B 1 - i possibilities for x, where i = / T n B I. Hence 
if i = 0 then ol(T, B) = (n - 2)(n - 0) + I(0 - 0) = n(n - 2), 
if i = 1 then a(T, B) = (n - I)(n - I) = (n - 1)2, 
if i = 2 then ol(T, B) = (n - l)(n - 2), and 
if i = 3 then a(T, B) = (n - 2)(n - 3) + l(2n - 3) = n2 - 3n + 3. 
2.11. We mention the following trivial construction. If &’ is a t-i-design 
with parameters v, k, X, 01~ (i = O,..., t) then the collection s x &? containing 
each block of LB s times (called a multiple of L@) is a t&-design with parameters 
v, k, hs, solO ,..., SC+ .
Note that (unlike for t-designs) the disjoint union of two different t&-designs 
over the same point set P need not be a t+-design! 
3. 1 &-DESIGNS 
3.1. There is an alternative, self-dual definition of a Ii-design: 
A l&-design is a tactical configuration (9, 9”, 9) satisfying ~(a, B) = CY. 
if a 6 B, = /!I if a E B, where ~(a, B) is the number of flags (x, A) with x E B, 
a E A, and x # a, A i B. That is, we require 
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for all choices of a, B compatible with the figures. (Note that if B is a repeated 
block with multiplicity e then A # B means that, us a point set, A may be 
(e - 1) times chosen as B!) 
One observes immediately that a({~}, B) = s(a, B) + (k - 1) ioB so that 
the two definitions of l&designs are equivalent, and 
cq) = 01, a,=p+Er-I. (1) 
3.2. For reasons which will later become clear we introduce the integer 
n=r+k+p- iy - I = r - a,, + 01~ (2) 
A la-design which has as a tactical configuration the parameters (~1, k, b, r) 
is said to have parameters (r, k, 01, /I, n), where 01, /3, n are as above. If 
~1 > 0, 3 < k < v - 3, 3 < r < b - 3 then we call the l&design proper 
(the improper I&-designs are easily classified). 
The dual of a l&-design is again a 1 &design; 01, /3, n are preserved, v, b and 
k, r are interchanged by dualization. Also, the complement of a l-i-design is 
a 1 s-design with n’ = n (This is a simple consequence of Theorem 3.1 I below). 
3.3. If we count in two ways the number of triples (x, y, A) E 9 2: .P x 9 
satisfying x, y E A, x E B, x + y, A i- B (for a fixed block B) we obtain 
(v - k)a + k/3 = k(k - l)(r - 1). (3) 
This also follows from Lemma 2.5. Using vr = bk, v > k > 0, Y > 0, 
/3 > 0 we obtain for a proper l-i-design from Eqs. (l)-(3): 
I’= k(kr - n) 7 ,x (49 
b = r(kr - n) ~___ 
IY 
/~=cx+I+-r-k, 
k+r<n + a+ 1 <kr. 
(4iii) 
(5) 
3.4. We have the following examples of l&designs (for A and B see 
Section 2): 
A. 2-(v, k, X)-designs with parameters 11, k, b = hv(v - l)/(k - l), 
r = X(v - I)/(k - I), a = Xk, fl = (A - I)(k - l), n = r - x = h(v - k)/ 
(k - 1) (we chose the letter n for Expression (2) since it is the standard 
expression for r - h in a 2-design). 
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B. Transversal designs T[k, A; u] with parameters v = ku, k, b = Xu2, 
Y = Au, 01 = h(k - I), ,8 = (h - l)(k - l), n = Au. 
C. The duals of 2-designs and transversal designs. 
D. The symmetric complete bipartite graph K,,, on 2n vertices with 
parametersv=2n,k=2,b=n2,r=n,a?=1,/3=0,n. 
E. The dual of Kn,n, a quadratic grid of side n, with parameters 
v = n2, k = n, b = 2n, r = 3 cy = 1, p = 0, n. (K,,, and its dual are 
examples of improper l&designs). 
F. Partial geometries. In fact we have: 
3.5. LEMMA. (a) An incidence structure is a partial plane zJTs(a, B) = 0 
for every flag (a, B). 
(b) A partial plane ~8 is a l&design zx it is a partial geometry. 
(c) For a 11,-design, the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) p = 0, 
(2) L8 is a partial plane, 
(3) L% is a partial geometry. 
Proof. (a) There are two distinct points a, x and two distinct blocks 
A,Bwitha,x~A,Biff 
12 ++a 
AfB 
for some flag (a, B). 
(b) If 8 is a partial geometry then for a E B, ~(a, B) = 0 since ~49 is a 
partial plane. For a $ B, 
There are exactly 1~ lines A 3 a meeting B, since g is a partial plane, each 
such line determines a unique x E A n B. Hence s(a, B) = a. Conversely, if 
LZY is a 14.-design and a 6 B then as above, s(a, B) is the number of lines 
A 3 a meeting B. Hence this is a constant 01. 
Part (c) follows at once from (a) and (b). 
3.6. LEMMA. A proper I-design ~4%’ is a generalized quadrangle IT :L = 1 
(then automatical/>, ,L3 == 0). 
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ProoJ (a) Suppose first G? has no repeated blocks. If A # B then there is 
apointaEA,a$B,and 
IB 
1 = ol(a, B) = cd [ ‘I * : 
The possibility C = A gives a solution for every x E A IT B, hence 1 A CT B j < 
1. Therefore 9 is a partial plane, and by Lemma 3.5 a partial geometry. 
By definition, /3 is a generalized quadrangle (a = 1). 
(b) Suppose now A is a repeated block of a. Let B be any block inter- 
secting A in some point x. If A contains a point a $ B then 
since we can take for C at least twice the repeated block A, a contradiction. 
Hence B contains all the points of A. Since there are r blocks through a point 
x E A, A has multiplicity r. But if a E A then 
ml =a(a,A) = [-&-Alx,, =r(k--:I) 
whence by (2), (4iii), and (4i) n = rk - 1, u = k, and g is improper. 
(c) The converse is true by definition and Lemmaz3.5. 
There are some more conditions on the parameters of ayproper l&design. 
3.7. LEMMA. The parameters of a proper 1 h-design 98 satisfy 
01 > k(r - n), (64 
with equality ifsS is a 2-design (in this case h = r - n). Duaily, 
a > r(k - n), 
with equality ifsa is a dual 2-design (with Xdual = k - n). 
Proof. Fix a F P. We define for i = 0, 1, 2, si = CzZa hi, . Then-’ 
(6b) 
so=cl= “, ‘! [ 1 =0-l, 220 X#a 
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Sl = c kzz = z [ 1 = r(k - I), z&z %*a 
Now 
where we simplified using (4i) and (4iii). This implies (6a). Moreover if 
01 = k(r - n) then the sum of squares is zero whence h,, = sl/so for every 
x # a. Since a was arbitrary, a must be a 2-design. On the other hand, every 
2-design has h = r - IZ and satisfies (6a) with equality. 
3.8. COROLLARY. (1) (Fisher inequality [4]) A nontrivial 2-(v, k, h)- 
design satisfies b > v, with equality #a is a dual 2-(v, k, X)-design (and hence 
a symmetric 2-design). 
(2) (Hanani [6]) A transversal design TD[k, A; u] with u > 1 satisfies 
k .< (Au’ - l)/(u - I), with equality # it is a dual 2-design (and hence a 
dual qfine design). 
Proof: Apply (6b) of Lemma 3.7 to d considered as a I&design and 
simplify with 3.4. 
3.9. We give now characterizations of transversal designs and afine 
designs. 
A point parallelism of a block design g over P is a partition 3 of P into 
classes with the property: A E 9, B E a implies 1 A n B / = 1; i.e., every 
block contains exactly one point from every class. 
Of course 9 contains exactly k classes. 
LEMMA. Let &Y be a proper l&design over P with parameters (v, k, 6, r; 
01, p, n), and c?? be a point parallelism of a. Then every class contains u = v/k 
points. Moreover, 
n > r, (7) 
with equality iff (P, 9, a’) is a transversal design T[k, h; u] with A = rklv 
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Proof. Let A be a fixed class of 8, and j A 1 = u. If we count in two 
ways the number of flags (x, B) E A x 58 we obtain b = ru, whence u = 
b/r = v/k. For fixed a E A, we have, in the notation of Lemma 3.7, 
Using (4i) and (4iii) we obtain 
0 < 1 Gl7.c - rk/v)2 = r(n - r)(l - k/v). (9) 
&A 
Hence n > r. If n = r then (9) implies h,, = rk/v for all x $ A. Since A E 9, 
a E A were arbitrary, (P, 9, g) is a transversal design. Conversely, a trans- 
versal design satisfies (7) with equality, by 3.4. 
3.10. Remarks. (1) A partial geometry with n = r (i.e., a = k - 1) 
has the point parallelism induced by the equivalence relation = on the 
points defined by x = y iff h,, = 0; hence a l&design with II = r and /3 = 0 
is always a transversal design. 
(2) The dual concept of a point parallelism is a (block) parallelism. A 
parallelism of a block design g over P is an equivalence relation j/ of the 
blocks satisfying the parallel axiom: For every x E P and every B E &Y there is 
exactly one block A I! B with x E A. 
Applying Lemma 3.9 to the dual of a 2-design with parallelism we obtain 
the well-known 
COROLLARY [4]. The parameters of a proper 2-(v, k, h)-design with 
parallelism satisfy 
r > k + h (or, equivalently, b 2 v + I’ - I), 
with equality tj7 the design is an afine design. 
(10) 
3.11. THEOREM. An incidence structure g is a l&design with parameters 
(v, k, b, r: n, p, n) @its incidence matrix A satisfies the equations 
AJ = rJ, JA = kJ, AATA = nA + aJ. (11) 
The remaining parameters are then defined by Eq. (4i)-(4iii). 
Proof A satisfies AJ = rJ and JA = kJ iff 9 is a l-design with 
parameters ZJ, k, b, r. The (a, B)-entry of AATA is 
= s(a, B) + (r + k - 1) iaB , 
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as one calculates easily. On the other hand, the (a, @-entry of nA + CXJ is 
ni,, + cy. Hence AATA = nA + &is equivalent to ~(a, B) + (r + k-l)iaB = 
niae + 01 for all a, B, or s(a, B) = 01 if a $ B, = cx + n + 1 - Y - k = ,8 if 
a E B, i.e., equivalent to g being a l-$-design. 
Another nontrivial parameter condition for 1 q-designs (the divisibility 
condition) comes from 
3.12. LEMMA. If A is the incidence matrix of a proper Ii-design then 
N = AAT satisJes 
NJ = krJ, N2 = nN + CurJ. 
N has the eigenvalues kr, n, 0 with multiplicities 1, o, and v 
tive!y, where 
In particular, 
u = r(v - k)/n. 
n > 0, 
r(v - k) G 0 mod n. 
- 
(12) 
1 - u respec- 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
Proof. We obtain from (11) NJ = AATJ = krJ, N2 = AATAAT = 
nAAT + JAT = nN + OrrJ. This gives (12). Define f(x) = x(x - n)/oir. 
Then f(N) = J. From NJ = krJ follows Nj = krj, whence kr is an eigen- 
value of N corresponding to the simple eigenvalue f(kr) = v of J. Hence kr 
has multiplicity 1. The only other eigenvalue of J is 0, with multiplicity 
v - 1, whence any eigenvalue p # kr of N satisfies f(p) = 0. Hence p = n 
or p = 0. If p = n has multiplicity o then p = 0 has multiplicity v - I - u. 
Now the trace of N, tr(N), is the sum of the eigenvalues which is 1 . kr + 
(J * n + (v - 1 - 0) * 0 = kr + un. On the other hand, 
tr(N) = tr(AAT) = 2 c i& = t 1 y = t’r. a B 
Therefore kr + an = vr, or cm = (v - k)r. Since &? is proper we have 
cm > 0, and since u is nonnegative, n > 0 and u = (v - k)r/n. This implies 
(13)-(15). 
3.13. Lemma 3.12 can be used for an alternative proof of 3.7. The eigen- 
value 0 of N has multiplicity 0 < v - 1 - u = v((y. - k(r - n))/kn, whence 
01 2 k(r - n) with equality iff N is nonsingular. In this case we obtain from 
(12): AAT = N = N-IN2 = N-l(nN + o1rJ) = nZ + N-l. (acr/kr) NJ = 
nZ + (a/k)J. By 1.8, 9# must be a 2-design. 
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3.14. Suppose now that ~?8 is a l&design over P which is not a 2-design, 
and satisfies A,, E {A, , A,} for all a # b, and A, > A,. (Examples are trans- 
versal designs and partial geometries; see Remarks 2, 3, below.) 
Fix a E P, and suppose there are m points b # a with haa = A,, and 
v - 1 - m points b # a with hab = A,. Then 0 < m < v - 1 since .%? is not 
a 2-design. Using the notation of 3.7, we have 
r(k - 1) = s1 = m, + (v - 1 - m) X, , 
r/3 = s2 - Sl = mX,(h, - 1) + (v - 1 - m) X,(X, - 1). 
Hence, independently of a, 
11* = (k - 1) r - (u - 1) A2 
A, - A, . 
Substituting h, = A, - CE in (16a) we obtain 
(164 
(16’3 
(17) 
x 
1 
= r(k - 1) + (v - 1 - m) d 
v-l 3 
x 
2 
= r(k - 1) - rrzd 
v-l * (18) 
Substituting this into (16b) gives, using (4) 
d2 = r(v - Ma - w - n)> 
km(v - 1 - m) ’ 
d > 0. 
Note that by (6a) the expression for d2 is always positive. The fact that 
A, , A, must be integers, and that (19) must be an integer square, restricts 
the possibilities for m. 
3.15. With the supposition of 3.14 define the point graph G of g in the 
following way: Vertices are the points of L@‘, and two vertices are adjacent iff 
they are contained in exactly A, blocks; i.e., 2 E G iff A,, = A,. 
Denote by M the adjacency matrix of G. Then 
N = AAT = dM + hd + (r - X,)I. 
Substituting this in (12) gives, using (17)-(19), 
(20) 
MJ = mJ, (21al 
M2 = 2h2 - 2r + n 
d 
M + h22 - X,(rk + md + r - n) + w J 
d2 
+ (r - h2)(n - r + h2) I 
d2 @lb) 
By 1.10, G is a strongly regular graph. 
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From (12) and (20) we get M = f(N) with f(x) = (I/d)(x - (Y - h,) - 
&/M&X(X - n)). Hence M has the eigenvalues 
with multiplicities 1, (T, z’ - u, respectively. 
3.16. Remarks. (1) If J&? satisfies plLAB E(pr , & for all A # B, and 
p1 > p2 then the block graph of L% is the graph whose vertices are the blocks 
of ~8, and two vertices A # B are adjacent iff pae = tar . Arguments dual 
to the above show that the block graph is also strongly regular. 
(2) A transversal design has /I1 = h, AZ = 0, m = u(k - I). The point 
graph of a transversal design is the symmetric complete multipartite graph 
corresponding to the partition 9 of P. (This graph is a rather trivial strongly 
regular graph.) 
(3) A partial geometry has h, = I, h, = 0, m = r(k - 1). Hence: 
COROLLARY [l]. The point graph (and, dually, the line graph) of a partial 
geometry is a strongly regular graph. 
Note that the above discussion implies 1.12.4. 
(4) A 2-design with pCLas E {,x1 , p2} for all A # B is called a quasi- 
symmetric design. For example, all 2-designs with X = 1 are quasi-symmetric. 
Since a 2-design is a l&design, we have: 
COROLLARY [5]. The block graph of a quasi-symmetric design (in particular 
of a 2-design with h = I) is a strong@ regular graph. 
4. DERIVEDANDRESIDUALDESIGNS;CHARACTERIZATIONSANDNONEXISTENCE 
4.1. THEOREM. Let 9Y be a nontrivial t&(v, k, h)-design over P, t > 1. 
Then 
(i) Every derived design is a (t - $) - (v - 1, k - 1, h)-design with 
ate= ) = %+1 3 pr ) = Ej+1 . 
(ii) Every residual design is a (t - 4) - (v - 1, k, ((v - k)/k - t $- I))X)- 
design with 
res 
ai = h(k - i) - q, .$” = -ei. 
Proof. (i) Consider the derived design g’, with respect to a E P. Given a 
(t-l)-setT_CP-{a},andablockB’=B-{a}~~~with~T~B’/=i 
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we have ~(Tu {a}) n B 1 = i + 1, whence cuder(T, B’) = ol(T~ {a}, B) = 
oli+r . Hence the derived design is a (t - +)-design, and the l t’* can be 
computed from Lemma 2.5. 
(ii) Consider the residual design AP with respect to a E P. Given a 
(t - I)-set T C P - {a>, and a block B E SP with / T r\ B / = i we count in 
two ways the number of pairs (x, A) E P x g with T u {x} CA, a $ A, 
x E B, x $ T U {a} and obtain a?-“(T, B) = X,(k - i) - ai , independent of 
T and B. Hence da is a (t - $)-design, and the ET’ can be computed from 
Lemma 2.5. 
Remark. It can be shown that the complement of a t&design is again a 
t&design. But the proof is much more complicated and it is, in view of the 
complete characterization of t+--designs with t > i, omitted. The case t = 1 
was considered in Section 3. 
4.2. LEMMA. Let 9? be a nontrivial t-design over P, t > 2. 
(a) If every derived design of 3? is a (t - $)-design then ol(T, B) depends 
onlyon j TnBj,providedthatBESYandTnB# o. 
(b) If every residual design of S? is a (t - $)-design then or(T, B) depends 
only on : T r\ B 1, provided that B E .3Y nnd T g B. 
(c) rf every derived design, and every residual design of .B is a (t - k)- 
design then 99 is a t&design. 
Proof. (a) We use for the moment @(T, B) for a(T, B) defined over the 
derived design with respect to a E P. Let a, b E P be two distinct points, B be a 
block containing a, b, and T be a t-subset of B containing a, 6. Then I$~ = 
&(T - {a], B - {a}) = a(T, B) = cG(T - {b}, B - (b}) = &, . By Lemma 
2.5 this implies that qa = tiib for all i < t - 1. Hence aiia =: cuyer, indepen- 
dent of a. Now let B be any block, and T be any t-subset of P with ( T n B / = 
i > 0. Take some a E T n B. Then cu(T, B) = @(T - {a}, B - {a}) = 
cx-1 = &‘r, independent of T, B. 
(b) Now we use c@T, B) for cu(T, B) defined over the residual design 
with respect to a E P. Let a, b E P be two distinct points, choose a block B not 
containing a, b, and a t-subset T, disjoint with B, containing a and b. This is 
possible since g is nontrivial, hence v > k + t. Then aOa = @(T - {a}, B) = 
iy(T - (a]. B) - ol(T, B) = kX - ol(T, B), by 2.2, and similarly sob = 
kX - a(T, B). Hence “,,a = N,,~, and by Lemma 2.5, qa = sib for all i < t - I. 
Hence qn =: air,’ is independent of a. 
Now let B be any block, and T be any t-subset of P with 1 T n B / = i < t. 
Choose a E T - B. Then ol(T, B) = ol(T - {a), B) = (k - i)A - qa = 
(k - i)h - (Y?‘, independent of T, B. 
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4.3. Remarks. (1) A consequence of the proof of Lemma 4.2 is that if a 
t-design contains two or more points a E P such that the derived (residual) 
design with respect to a is a (I - $)-design then all these derived (residual) 
designs have the same parameters. 
(2) A t-design such that every derived design is a (t - $)-design need 
not be a t&design. Examples are ai?ine 2-designs. The only affine 2-designs 
which are 2$-designs are those with exactly two blocks in a parallel class 
(and these are in fact Hadarmard 3&-designs); but every derived design of 
any a&e 2-design is a dual 2-design and hence a l+design. 
4.4. LEMMA. The parameters of a nontrivial t&-design 9 with t 3 1 
satisfy et 3 0, with equality zjfg is a (t + I)-design. 
Proof. (a) Every (t + I)-design is a t&-design with l t = 0; this was 
already mentioned in 2.4. 
(b) We use induction to prove the converse. For t = 1 we have 
El = (v - 1) CX1 - (k - l)% = ((0 - k)/k)(cl - k(r - II)), using (1) and (4) 
of Section 3. By Lemma 3.7, e1 > 0 with equality iff g is a 2-design. 
For arbitrary t, we know that every derived design is a (t - i)-design 
with 0 < $?: = l t . We have equality iff every derived design is a t-design. 
But this implies (by 1.5.7) that .%? is a (t + 1)-design. 
4.5. COROLLARY. If at least one derived design or residual design of a 
nontrivial t&-design a’, t 3 1, if a t-design then 99 is a (t + 1)-design. 
Proof. The hypothesis implies E* = 0 for all i # 0 (resp. i + t), by 
Theorem 4.1. By Lemma 2.5 we have then et = 0 so that 4.4 applies. 
We call a t&design genuine if it is not a (t + I)-design. Every genuine 
t&design is nontrivial. 
4.6. LEMMA. For a genuine 2&design, cl, = k(k - l)/(v - l), 0~~ = 
NO - A, cd2 = a0 - 3h + r. 
Proof. Let a be a nontrivial 2&design over P. For any four distinct 
points a, b, c, d E P define 
s(a, b, c, d) = 
x f a. h. c. d 
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the number of triples (x, A, B) E P x g x .% satisfying a, c, x E A, b, d, 
x E B, .Y -L a, b, c, d. We have 
~(a, b, c, d) = C cx({b, d), A) - #((x, A, B)l .Y f (a, c> C A, (b, d, x> C Bj- 
A&.C 
Therefore, .s(u, b, c, d) - s(b, a, d, c) = (iyl - X - q,)(hnbe -t Aacd - Xabd -
A,,,). But ~(a, 6, c, d) = s(b, a, d, c) so that hobc + hacd = habd + hbcd if 
011 f a0 - A. Interchanging c and d gives Xabd + haed = A,,, + Xbcd ; and 
subtracting this from the previous equation gives (after division by (2) 
&,, = Xobrl for any four distinct points a, b, c, CIE P. But this implies that S?I 
is a 3-design. (For, if a, b, c, d, e, f are six distinct points then hnbc = haaf = 
hnCf = Ad,,, .) Hence, if g is genuine, we must have 01~ = 01~ - A. Using the 
relations of Lemma 2.5.(l), we find 01~ = Ic(k - l)/(v - l), and then az = 
a0 - 3h + r. 
4.7. THEOREM. Every geruine 2$-design is a multiple of a symmetric 
2-design. 
Proof. Let Z8 be a genuine 2+-design over P. If a, b E P, a # b, B E 37, 
then 
a({a, b), B) = 01~ - XL3 + 43 + (r - A) iaBibB . (1) 
This can be verified easily by distinguishing the cases a E B 3 b, a E B $ b, 
a $ B 3 b, and a $ B $ b, using the previous lemma. 
We define for all triples (a, A, A’) E P x SY x 98 the number 
the number of triples (x, y, B) E P x P x SY with x E A, B, y E A’, B, 
a & 9 :-z ,’ & 0. 
Using (1) we obtain t(a, A, A’) = &EA,,21ia ~({a, yj, A) = a,(k - inA,) - 
hi,,.# - i,,.4,) - h(p~aa’ - &,&,) + (r - h) i,,(,uAA, - i&i&‘)- Therefore 
0 = f(n, A, A’) - t(a, A’, A) = -ao(iaA, - i,,,.J - Xk(i,, - iaAl) + 
(r - A) pAA,(ioA - iaA,) = (i,, - i,,,)((r - A) pAA’ + a0 - Xk). 
Hence either pAa’ = (Xk - q,)/(r - A) = k(k - l)/(v - 1) =: p, or iaA = 
i,,, for all a E P, i.e., A and A’ consist of the same points, i.e., pAa’ = k. If 
A is a block of multiplicity d then rk = C,4,Ea pAa’ = dk + (b - d)p, 
whence n = (rk - bp)/(k - p) = r/k. Therefore every block has the same 
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multiplicity d = r/k. Hence 9 = r/k x g* with a %+-design g* which has 
r = k, b = v. By Corollary 3.8, S?* is a symmetric 2-design. 
COROLLARY. A 2&design is either a 3-design or a multiple of a symmetric 
2-design. The derived and residual designs of a 2&-design are either 2-designs or 
the multiples of dual ‘-designs. 
4.8. THEOREM. Every? genuine 3$-design is a multiple of a Hadamard 
3-design. 
ProoJ: Let g be a genuine 3$-(v, k, h)-design over P. By Theorem 4.1 and 
Corollary 4.5, every derived design is a genuine 2&-(v - 1, k - 1, X)- 
design with ,ter = 01~ , and every residual design of S? is a genuine 2Q- 
(v - I, k, ((v - k)/(k - 2))X)-design with a:,* = ;\(k - 1) - 01~ . Lemma 
4.6 gives c@’ = ((k - l)(k - WV - 2)P, cxr,’ = (k(k - I)/(v - 2) - I) 
((i, - k)/(k - 2))h. Hence h(k - 1) = aOde’ + $’ = h(k - 1) - Yv - k) 
(v - 2k)/(v - 2)(k - 2) (after some simplification). This implies c = 2k 
since 9 is nontrivial. lf B is any block of 3, then the residual with respect to 
a point x $ B is a genuine 2&(2k - 1, h-. kh/(k - 2))-design. By the proof of 
Theorem 4.7, B has multiplicity 2X/(k - 2). Therefore, 9Y = 2X/(k - 2) x &’ 
with a 3.i-design g’. The parameters of SY’ are (v, k, (k - 2)/2) = 
(4n, 2n, n - I), where n = k/2, whence 9” is a Hadamard 3-design. 
COROLLARY. A 3&design is either a 4-design or a multiple of a Hadamard 
3-design. 
4.9. THEOREM. Every t&-design with t 3 4 is a (t + I)-design. 
Proof Let S? be a t+(v, k, h)-design. If t = 4 then the derived designs 
are 3&-designs with 1)’ = v - 1, k’ = k - 1, and the residual designs are 
3$-designs with v” = v - 1, k” = k. At most one of these can be a multiple 
of a Hadamard 3-(4n, 2n, n - I)-design; therefore the other must be a 
4-design. By Corollary 4.5, g is a 5-design. If t > 4 then a derived design is a 
(t - $)-design with t - I > 4, hence (by induction) a t-design. By Corollary 
4.5, &? is a (t + I)-design. 
5. REMARKS AND PROBLEMS 
5.1. Most of 1 .l-1.7. and 3.8.1, 3.10.3, can be found in [4, 71. For 
transversal designs see, e.g., [6]; there is also a proof of 3.8.2. For strongly 
regular graphs and partial geometries we refer to [l]. This paper contains 
also 3.16.3. Result 3.16.4 is in [5]. After the preparation of the paper I 
learned that [2, 31 consider l&designs under the name partial geometric 
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designs. I haven’t seen [3]; [2] contains among others the results of 3.5, 
3.11, and 3.12. The other results seem to be new. 
5.2. The class of Q-designs seems to have many interesting properties, 
and the existence and structure of l&designs pose a lot of problems. We 
mention a few. 
1. Find more examples of 1 d-designs. 
2. Make a systematic study of l&-designs with small k. 
3. Give other necessary conditions for l$-designs, or prove the non- 
existence of particular cases. 
4. Look at the automorphism group of l&designs. Use them to con- 
struct examples or to characterize particular 1 +-designs. 
5. Find conditions under which the disjoint union of li:-designs over 
the same point set is again a 2&design (cf. 2.11). 
6. 1s every l&-design with n = r a transversal design? For partial 
geometries the answer is yes. 
7. Give a combinatorial interpretation of (T. (No nonalgebraic proof 
that o is an integer is known. A combinatorial proof of this would have 
consequences also for strongly regular graphs.) 
8. Consider subdesigns of 1 &designs. 
5.3. Since t$-designs with t 3 2 are completely classified in Section 5, 
one could argue that the defining axioms are too restrictive. There are two 
ways in which the axioms could be weakened: 
(I) If in the definition 2.3 of a tfr-design the requirement that 8 is a 
t-design is dropped, can we get then more examples? 
(2) In view of Lemma 4.2 we could consider the class of all 2-designs 
with the property that every derived design is a 1 $-design. This class contains 
many 2-designs which are not 24-designs, e.g., all affine 2-designs (cf. 
Remark 4.3.2). 
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